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For the past five years the Buoy Group at Woods Hole Oceanographic 
Institution has inc luded temperature as one of the variables recorded 
in its current meters. These measurements began with the first success-
ful deployments of Vector Averaging Current Meters (VACMs) in 1971. 
Circuitry designed for making highly accurate temperature measurements 
has been included i n all the Buoy Project's VACMs. During the past year 
we have begun to add similar circuitry to the EG&G 850 current meters. 
This report is intended to describewhat we have learned about making 
water temperature measurements with VACMs. 
Among the authors, K. Schleicher and A. Bradshaw are responsible 
for thermistor calibrations, J. Dean for quality control of VACM main-
tenance and calibration work, and R. Payne for data analysis. 
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The Vector Averaging CUrrent Meter (VACM) was designed several years 
ago by engineers at the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution in response 
to the needs of scientists associated with the Buoy Project at that 
Institution. After the first few prototypes were built and tested the 
design was turned over to the AMF Electrical Products Division of Alexandria, 
Virginia which builds and sells the instrument. Included in the original 
design and in the standard instrument sold by AMF is circuitry capable of 
making accurate temperature measurements. This report describes calibration 
techniques we have found effective for both sensor and electronics as 
well as evaluations of the performance of the two components independently 
and as a system. 
System description 
A thermistor is mounted in the lower plate of a chassis assembly 
which, in turn, is mounted on the end plate of the pressure housing of 
the VACM. An electrical current through the thermistor is sensed by an 
electronic circuit which provides a series of pulses whose rate is pro-
portional to the current. These pulses are summed, typically, over a 
15 minute interval and the total recorded as part of the VACM data record 
on a magnetic tape cassette. This arrangement allows true time averaging 
of the thermistor resistance over the entire recording interval. For 
most oceanographic applications this is equivalent to a time average of 
temperature. This technique has been used since about 1971 and has 
proved to be quite reliable and accurate. 
The standard VACM uses a Yellow Springs Instrument Corp. (YSI) 
thermistor, part #44032, with 0 . 1° C interchangeability. In addition to 
these we have recently been using in our routine operations some Ther-
mometries Corp. thermistors with quite similar characteristics developed 
for the Internal Wave Experiment (IWEX). This report will describe results 
on the YSI thermistors only since we have accumulated the most experience 
with them. The epoxy encapsulated thermistors are potted in an aluminum 
screw for attachment to the VACM chassis. The nominal resistance of the 
thermistor is 30,000 ohms at 25° C with a temperature coefficient of 
-4.5 %/ 0 c. 
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The thermal time constant (time required for the thermistor to 
sense 63% of a step change in temperature) for the device when installed 
in a VACM end cap is a function of water current speed and has been 
measured to be approximately 100 seconds for an average current of 
14 em/sec. 
We believe that the absolute accuracy of our temperature measurements 
in VACMs is better than .01° C. This has been substantiated by the 
intercomparisons described in this report and by analysis of the errors 
inherent in the the instrument (Section 6) . Thermistor stability and 
the practical difficulties of making extremely precise temperature calib-
rations appear to be the limiting factors. Making a series of calibrations 
over several years and culling unstable thermistors are necessary for 
highest accuracy. 
We might point out that making meaningful absolute temperature 
measurements with accuracies of .01° C requires stability and accuracy 
of depth which strains present day mooring techniques. In the main 
thermocline in the Atlantic Ocean the temperature gradient is of the order 
of 20 m° C/m . A temperature accuracy of 10 m° C there is equivalent to 
a depth accuracy of 50 em. 
There are other reasons for making precise calibration of sensors 
and associated circuitry. CUrrently many of our moorings are out for 
periods approaching 1 year. Much of the use made of temperatures, such 
as computing low frequency heat fluxes, depends more on the stability 
of t emperature measurements than on their absolute accuracy . A drift of 
20 m° C/ year in a thermistor can make temperature measurements well below 
the main thermocline virtually meaningless unless it can be corrected for. 
Accuracy of drift rate estimates depends on the uncertainty in individual 
calibrations and the length of time over which the calibrations have been 
made. Doubling the uncertainty i n a ccuracy of individual thermistor 
calibrations doubles the length of time over which calibrations must be 
made t o achieve the same accuracy in drift rate estimates. We find that 
a minimum of 3 calibrations over 2 years are required to determine drift 
rates to our specifications . Although highly accurate c alibrations are 
expensive, an increase in calibration period would leave us with virtually 
no certifiably stable thermistors. 
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2. V/F Converter Operation 
In the VACM the thermistor is used to vary the electrical current 
into a converter (called the voltage to frequency (V/F) converter). 
Since the period of the pulse train output of the converter is propor-
tional to the input current, the average resistance (and therefore tem-
perature) of the sensor over a precisely measured time interval can be 
obtained by counting the pulses in that interval. The pulses are summed, 
typically for 15 minutes. A technical discussion of the circuitry can 
be found in the VACM technical manual, AMF Publication #SLS 106-11419, 
Section 2.2.1. The technique described has been used since about 1971 
and has proved to be quite precise and reliable. 
Referring to Figure 1, operational amplifier (op amp), A, and 
feedback capacitor, c1 , form a current integrator. Ideally, an op amp 
has infinite gain, the input summing points (+ and -) have zero potential 
between them, and no current can flow into the input terminals. A stable, 
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Periodically, a precise electrical charge, Q, is applied to the 
op amp input summing point and is transferred to capacitor c1 . This 
charge Q is dispensed by if, and the time period, P, required to 
remove the charge is a function of the current if. 
The charge Q accumulated on the precision capacitor C by reference 
voltage V is 
Q cv. 
The input current flowing in the thermistor is 







(R + R )C. 
t s 
The period P is proportional to the total resistance RT, hence 
related to the thermistor resistance Rt. Rt is converted to temperature 
by substitution into the calibration equation (see Section 5). 
Solid state FET switches transfer the charge from C to c1 via 
op amp A. After an appropriate interval (nominally 400 microseconds) the 
switches reconnect C to V to recharge C. c1 continues to discharge 
and after time interval P, c1 is discharged, the switches again trans-
fer the charge on C to the integrator, and the cycle begins again. C 
and c2 form a voltage divider to reduce the voltage at the input of A 
to prevent driving the op amp input into saturation where it would draw 
current. 
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Additional circuitry controls the switching and provides closed 
loop operation whereby the cycle is reinitialized as soon as the charge 
is dispensed. The circuit also provides a slight delay in the switching 
(about 10 micro-seconds) to allow break-before- make action of the switches 
to prevent loss of charge. 
Since the frequency output is a function of the total resistance RT 
and the capacitance of capacitor C (P = RTC), the circuit is relatively 
insensitive to variations in components in the circuit except for R 
s 
and c. The series resistor R 
s 
is chosen to produce a nearly linear 
relationship between the current in the thermistor and its temperature. 
With this resistor value equal to 37,300 ohms, the current in the ther-
mistor-resistor network is linear with temperature within 1.7% over the 
range of oo C to 30° c. Although the network is somewhat non-linear 
temperature excursions in the ocean do not often cause biases in a 
15 minute average. The output frequency of the converter is proportional 
to current input within .01%. 
There is a slight error in the period (not exactly equal to ~C) 
and is probably due to a finite reaction time of the op amp to the charge 
applied at its input. An empirical constant, K, c an be determined from 
tests, resulting in a more nearly exact equation 
P = RT C + K. 
K has been found to be about 0.5 microseconds for a typical instrument. 
The expression for computing thermistor resistance from the period of 
the V/F converter output signal is straightforward to derive, if rather 
involved. One begins with the valid assumptions that the voltage across 
Rt and R8in Fig. 1 is constant and that the frequency of the V/F converter 
is directly proportional to the current through Rt and R
8
. The resulting 
expression is: 
~= 
<i + K2) RS 
Kl - K2 - 1 p 
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where p T5/N period of V/F output 





+ R2,] /D K2 = P2(RS + Rl) Pl (Rs 
R2 Rl 
D = 
Rs + R2 Rs + Rl 
and R1 , R2 , P1 , P2 are the input resistances and output periods of two 
V/F calibration points. 
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3. V/F Converter calibration 
Since the V/F converter transforms the resistance changes of the 
thermistor into electrical signals it is essential that it be calibrated 
as carefully as the thermistor. OUr calibration procedure is designed 
to monitor the long term behavior as well as provide a calibration for a 
specific setting of an instrument. 
Before and after each deployment the V/F converter is calibrated at 
seven precise (.001%) input resistances corresponding to nominal thermistor 
resistance values at seven temperatures. The values are shown in Table 1. 
The period at the 5° C point is adjusted to read 1820.4 ~s at 74434 Q 
and the seven periods are recorded again, both at room temperature and in 
a cold room at ~5° c. A record is made at the periods before and after 
adjustment which allows us to monitor the temporal stability of each 
converter. The cold room values are used in decoding most data since 
they correspond closely to the in situ conditions of the instruments in 
typical moorings. 
Table l 
V/F Converter Calibration Results 
TemEerature InEut Resistance Period (x 10-6 seconds 
oo c 94972 n 2154.871 ± .075 
5 74434 1820.412 ± .004 
10 58747 1564.911 ± .056 
15 46675 1368.2 
20 37299 1215.640 ± .093 
25 29998 1096.765 ± .109 
30 24269 1003.464 ± .127 
The period values in Table 1 are the means and standard deviations 
of the data points at each temperature for the 175 calibrations investigated. 
Only a nominal value has been included for the 15° C point because we 
discovered some of the calibrations were made with an incorrectly labeled 
precision resistor. 
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The period-resistance relationship is linear . In decoding the data 
from a current meter we use the so C and 2S° C points to determine the 
relation. We checked the linearity for 17S calibrations o f 4S instruments 
by comparing the actual calibration points and the values computed from 
the straight line determined by the so C and 2S° C points. The result 
was that, in all but five calibrations, the error introduced by using the 
straight line was equivalent to 1 m° C and in those five it was equi-
valent to about 2 m° C inaccuracy in the decoded temperatures . 
Using the so C and 2S° C points from Table 1 the period-resistance 
relation i s 
PER (~s) 608.243 + 0 . 01628SlS*R. 
A least squares fit of all but the lS° C point yie l ds 
PER (~s) 608.231 + 0 . 01628Sl6*R. 
The two equations fit the data equally well. The standard deviation of 
the first is 0.013 ~sec, and of the second , 0 . 018 ~sec. The accuracy in 
period required for ±1 m° C accuracy in temperature is ±0.08 ~sec at 0° C, 
±O . OS ~sec at 10° C, and ±0 .03 ~sec at 20° c. 
We have also fit an equation like the first of the preceding para-
graph to the data of the 17S individual V/F calibrations. After sol-
ving each equation for R and subtracting the input resistances we com-
puted an r.m.s. residual for each calibration . The mean of this r esidual 
over all the calibrations is 0 . 9 ohms . All but three of the residuals 
were less ·than 3 ohms. One ohm represents 0 . 22 m° Cat 0° C and 0 . 99 m° C 
at 30° C for our standard thermistors. 
The calibrations also show that the stability of the V/F con-
verters is such that they will maintain 1 m° C accuracy over the period 
of one year, a stability of 3 parts in lOs. 
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4. Thermistor Calibrations: Methods and Facilities 
All of our thermistor calibrations have been made with the same 
variety of equipment: a constant temperature bath, a platinum resistance 
thermometer (PRT) and bridges to measure the resistance of both the PRT 
and the thermistor. Calibrations began in January 1973. In August 1973 
(just prior to batch 11) there was a bath modification resulting in an 
improvement in accuracy. In December 1974 (just prior to Batch 45) most 
of the system was replaced for some improvement in accuracy and a large 
improvement in convenience and speed. 
We will describe both calibration systems and the errors connected 
with them. 
A. System 1. January 1973 - December 1974. Batches 1-10 
Figure 2 shows a diagram of the first bath. It was one used pre-
viously (Bradshaw and Schleicher, 1970) but its precision of control 
was improved for this application. It consisted of an outer and an 
inner bath, both filled with a stirred water-ethylene glycol solution. 
The outer bath had heating and cooling coils. The inner bath was heated 
to maintain it 1-2° C above the temperature of the outer bath. Within the 
inner bath was a kerosene-filled aluminum vessel containing the thermistor 
mounting block (see Fig. 3). The kerosene was stirred. 
The thermistor mounting block was made from a 10" length of aluminum 
hexagonal bar stock 1 l/4" across the flats. The thermistors were 
screwed into radial tapped holes in the flat sides, 4 to a side. The 
platinum resistance thermometer was mounted in a 3/8" diameter hole drilled 
to within l/2" of the bottom. Mercury was used in the bottom of the well 
for good thermal contact. 
A guarded Wheatstone bridge, Leeds and Northrup type 4737-A20, 
was used to measure thermistor resistance. 
A Leeds and Northrup type 8163-C platinum resistance thermometer 
was used to measure the temperature of the thermistor mounting block. 
The resistance of the thermometer was measured with a Leeds and Northrup 
type 8068-B Mueller bridge using a nanovoltmeter as a null meter. The 
calibration of the PRT was checked periodically at the triple point 
temperature of water with a Trans-Sonic Equiphase type 130 triple point 
cell . 
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Up to 23 thermistors were mounted in the aluminum block. The 
thermistor leads were connected to cables going to the Wheatstone bridge 
via terminal strips. The 24th terminal pair of these strips was u sually 
connected to a pair of bare wires immersed in the kerosene. The resis-
tance of this open line was monitored with a megohrnrneter as a check on 
any condition (contaminated oil, condensation, etc.) which could cause 
a significant shunting error in the thermistor resistance measurements. 
Resistance of the thermistors was measured in sequence at a set of 
temperatures starting at approximately 0° C and increasing in 5° C steps 
to 30° c. Voltage across the thermistor was set to correspond to that 
appearing in the current meter to avoid differences in power dissipated 
in the thermistor. The whole sequence of measurements took 2 or 3 days. 
Estimated Random and Systematic Errors of Measurements 
During this period (January 1973 - January 1975) a change was made 
in the apparatus which affected the estimated precision of measurement . 
This occurred in August 1973 when a temperature gradient was discovered 
in the oil-filled vessel. From tests made at this time (by interchanging 
the thermistors in the highest and lowest position in a similar mounting 
block) the l argest temperature difference from the top of the mounting 
block to the bottom appeared to be .004° C at a bath temperature of 0° C. 
After changing the oil l evel and introducing baffles inside the aluminum 
vessel, retesting showed that the difference , if any , was less than 
.001° c. The estimated random error prior to Batch 11 (September 7, 
1973) includes a factor based on the larger gradient. 
The temperature variation in the water bath due to the control 
cycle ( ~ 1 cycle/min) was usually less than 1 m0 c. The oil-filled 
vessel further reduced the cycling variation to the order of several 
tenths of a millidegree as measured by the platinum thermometer . The 
longer term temperature variation inside the mounting block could be 
followed by the thermistors and by the platinum thermometer and under 
typical conditions did not vary by more than 1 m° C over the time required 
to make all measurements at one temperature point (1 to 1 1/2 hour for 
23 thermistors) . 
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The values of the "CI." and "o" constants of the platinum ther-
mometer are traceable to a NBS calibration (see NBS Monograph 126, 1973, 
for symbol nomenclature) and its resistance was checked regularly at the 
triple point of water. This resistance changed by the equivalent of 
about 2.5 m° C over the two year period. The Mueller bridge calibration 
corrections are traceable to a NBS calibration . This thermometer-bridge 
combination was checked in February 1975 against that of a newer Leeds 
and Northrup platinum thermometer and Guildline Current Comparator 
Resistance Bridge (see section Bin this chapter). The temperatures 
indicated by the two systems differed by not more than 0.7 m0 cat 30° c. 
The warranted (uncorrected) accuracy of the type 4737 guarded 
Wheatstone bridge used to measure the thermistor resistances is ±100 ppm 
at 25° C (equivalent to ±2 m° C). The accuracy is derated by 10 ppm per °C 
difference from 25° c. Corrections to the bridge dial readings were 
found at 25° C using resistance ladders, one element of which had been 
measured to an accuracy of 5 ppm. The accuracy of the corrected guarded 
Wheatstone bridge readings at 25° C was then taken as about 5 ppm, equi-
valent to 0.1 m° C when applied to the measurement of thermistor resistance. 
The corrections described above were used throughout the January 
1973 to December 1974 period. In November 1974, they were checked by 
measuring the resistances of the Guarded Wheatstone Bridge using a 
Guildline Comparator Bridge and Guildline standard resistors. Differences 
of up to 20 ppm (0.4 m° C) were found. These could be accounted for by 
the temperature of the Guarded Bridge (23-24° C instead of 25° C) and by 
a drift in the Guildline standard resistors; however, this figure, 0.4 m° C, 
instead of 0.1 m° C as found earlier , is taken as the systematic error 
associated with the type 4737 bridge. 
The first two columns of Table 2 sum up our estimates of the errors 
inherent in the VACM thermistor calibration for the calibration system in 
use until January 1975. 
B. System II. January 1975 (Batch 45) to present 
In January 1975 we began using a new set of thermistor calibration 
apparatus which has moderately improved the calibration accuracy and 
substantially increased the speed and convenience of making calibrations. 
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The new bath system consists of a Tronac Model 400 constant tem-
perature bath with a Tronac Model 40 temperature controller. This is 
a single bath system making it easier to change the bath temperature 
rapidly. 
The new thermistor mounting block (Fig. 4) was machined from an 
aluminum cylinder, 4 inch diameter by 4 inch long. Six lengthwise, 
linch deep cuts around the cylinder allow recessed mounting of 4 thermistors 
per cut. The platinum thermometer is mounted in a 3/8 inch diameter hole 
drilled through the axis of the cylinder. The mounting block is enclosed 
in an aluminum housing which is purged with dry nitrogen and hermetically 
sealed before being placed in the bath. 
The new platinum resistance thermometer is a Leeds and Northrup 
Model 8167-25B. Its resistance is measured with a Guildline Instruments 
Model 9975 thermometer bridge. As used in thermometry, the bridge de-
termines the ratio of the platinum probe resistance and a high precision, 
stable resistor mounted in a temperature controlled air bath. As with 
the Mueller bridge, a four terminal measurement of the probe resistance 
is made and the effect of the thermal emf's is eliminated by current 
reversals. Readings can be made in far less time and with greater precision 
than with the Mueller bridge used previously. 
The rest of the equipment, the Wheatstone bridge and null meter for 
measuring thermistor resistance, and the triple point cell, remains the 
same as before. 
The calibration procedure is the same as before except that the 
amount of time required to calibrate a normal batch of 24 thermistors 
is now 12 hours or less. 
Estimated Random and Systematic Errors of Measurements 
During this period (January 1975 to the present) the random and 
systematic errors of measurements were estimated to be somewhat less 
than in the previous period. They are summarized in column 3 of Table 2. 
The mounting block gradient, one of the main sources of error 
in precision during the previous period, was improved through the use 
of the newer apparatus. A test done in March 1976 which included a 
careful measurement of the vertical profile of the temperature along 
the axis of the platinum thermometer well as well as the exchange of 
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thermistor position indicated a maximum variation of less than 0.6 m0 c. 
As a result of the improved temperature control of the new bath 
the error due to the short term temperature cycling of the mounting 
block was estimated to be not more than 0 . 1 m° C. Actually, much o f the 
time, the temperature read by the platinum probe did not change during 
the scanning of 24 thermistors at one temperature (1/2 to 3/4 hours) 
by more than 0.1 or 0.2 m° C. When the drift was larger than this the 
tracking of the recorded thermistor temperature and platinum thermometer 
temperature was close enough so that the errors were still kept within 
the 0.1 m0 c figure . 
The largest source of error in precision with this new equipment 
was due to the drift of the platinum thermome ter between triple point 
readings. Of course, most of this error can be corrected by interpolating 
linearly between check points but since this would have delayed the 
processing and reporting of the data it was not done. In the future it 
is planned to take more frequent triple point checks to reduce this 
source of error. 
The random errors due to temperature effects on the bridge used 
to measure the thermistor resistances remain the same as in the previous 
period. There are no significant temperature effects (< 0.1 m° C) on 
the Guildline bridge. 
The systematic error of the platinum resistance thermometer is 
estimated to be 0.5 m° C from information obtained from the manufacturer 
Leeds and Northrup (L&N). 
The Guildline bridge error in ratio measurement is certified by the 
manufacturer not to exceed ±( 2 parts in 107 of reading+ 1 step of last 
dial) . This would cause an insignificant sytematic error in the t em-
perature (< .1 m° C). 
The systematic errors associated with the type 4737 bridge and 
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5. Thermistor Calibration Results 
In this section we will describe what we have learned from calibrations 
to date of our YSI type 44032 thermistors. 
We now own 163 YSI type 44032 thermistors which have each had at 
least one calibration. Of these, 69 meet the criteria for being included 
in this study, i.e., at least three calibrations over at least two years. 
We intend to continue regular calibrations of all our thermistors. 
OUr analysis of thermistor performance is based on the outputs of 
the computer programs CALIBB and CALCOLIN, described in Appendices II 
and III. CALIBB fits the resistance, temperature calibration data to 
the expression (Bennett, 1972, Steinhart and Hart, 1968) 
by a least squares technique. A residual is computed for each data 
point as the difference between the observed temperature and a temperature 
computed from the observed thermistor resistance and the A, B, C 
constants from that calibration. The r.m.s. value of this residual for 
the seven data points in a calibration is printed out in CALIBB and falls 
in the range 0-l m° C for nearly all of our calibrations. The mean 
value for all our past calibrations is .2 m° C, which shows how well the 
above equation fits the data. 
Using CALCOLIN we can estimate the rate at which the temperature 
indicated by a thermistor is changing relative to the true temperature of 
its environment. We should remember, however, that what is actually 
changing is the resistance of the thermistor at a given temperature. 
Table 3 and Figure 5 sum up the calibration histories of the 69 
thermistors with sufficient calibration history. Table 3 lists for each 
thermistor, in order of increasing drift rate magnitude, the total number 
of calibrations, the elapsed time in years between the first and latest 
calibration, the mean drift rate, and the standard deviation about the 
mean drift. The drift rate and standard deviation are means over the 
least squares fit at each of the seven calibration temperatures and are 
computed in CALCOLIN. In this table drift rate has the opposite sign 
20 
from the number in the CALCOLIN output since it is the rate at which 
temperature would appear to change if the thermistor were kept immersed 
in a bath whose temperature was held constant. Positive drift rate 
indicates that thermistor resistance at constant temperature is decreas-
ing with time. 
The standard deviations listed in Table 3 show that our calib-
rations are consistent with each other to better than 1 m° C. Standard 
deviations are less than this, for the most part, except for the higher 
drift rates. There is other evidence for the repeatibility of our 
calibrations. Calibration batches 52 and 53 were done within 1 week 
of each other and 19 thermistors were common to both batches. The mean 
difference between the two calibrations for each of the 19 thermistors 
was . 3 m° C. The r.m.s. difference was .97 m° C. 
Figure 5 is a histogram of the mean drift rate magnitudes for the 
69 thermistors in Table 3. The dividing line we have chosen between 
stable and unstable thermistors is arbitrary but can be rationalized. 
The absolute accuracy of our temperature measurements is no worse than 
±10 m° C and may be as good as ±5 m° C. For a typical deployment of 
9-12 months we would prefer that the thermistor drift be less than 
5 m° C so that correction for drift is not necessary. The dip in the 
distribution around 3 m° C/year provides a natural place to draw the line. 
Since the thermistors we use are standard off-the-shelf units 
with no preselection applied we would expect the distribution shown in 
Figure 5 to be typical. Thus, in any batch of thermistors we would expect 
65-75% of them to have drift rates less than 5 m° C/year and about 10% of 
them to have drift rates greater than 10 m° C/year. A few of these 
would have drift rates high enough to make them unuseable for any 
scientific purpose . We should point out that high drift rates seem to 
decrease with time but we will need several more years of calibrations 
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6. Temperature Accuracy and Precision 
6. A. NBS Intercomparison 
23 
In December 1973 we sent 17 thermistors to the National Bureau of 
Standards (NBS) where they were calibrated by Ms. Sharrill D. Wood. 
Upon their return to W.H.O.I. in April 1974 they were calibrated by 
Karl Schleicher. The results give us a comparison of the results of 
our calibration techniques vs. those at NBS. 
The thermistors chosen for this intercomparison were of two types, 
both preselected by the manufacturer for stability and both purchased 
for a special application of the VACM. One type ("5000 series") has 
4000 0 resistance at 25° C and is used in a differential circuit to 
measure the difference in water temperature between the top and bottom 
of the VACM, thus giving local temperature gradient (See Section 6. B., 
IWEX). The other type ("6000 series") is different from our standard 
YSI thermistor in that it is pretested for stability and has a slightly 
different mechanical configuration. Their temperature-resistance 
specifications are the same as the standard VACM thermistors, having 
30,000 0 resistance at 25° C. 
Normal W.H.O.I. calibrations are run with the same current passed 
through the thermistor as in the VACM at that temperature so that the 
self-heating will be quite similar. For this intercomparison, however, 
all resistance measurements at NBS and W.H.O.I. were made with 10 ~a 
current through the thermistors, substantially lower than normal operating 
currents, to give a minimum amount of self-heating. 
Table 4 shows the difference in resistance at several temperatures 
between the NBS and W.H.O.I. calibrations and the equivalent temperature 
difference. The resistances were calculated from the A, B, C constants 
(See Appendix II) at the indicated temperatures. The temperature difference 
was calculated by multiplying the resistance difference by dT/dR as 
calculated from the A, B, C constants with the expression 
dT 
dR 
2 Tabs 2 
- -R- [B + 3C(tnR) ] 
The individual temperature and resistance differences in Table 4 
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appear fairly random. For the most part the r.m.s. differences for 
each thermistor are within 5 m° C. The mean difference is -1.6 ± 3.1 m° C. 
This is probably what one should realistically expect for comparisons 
between two laboratories and may be indicative of the absolute accuracy 
of calibrations at any one laboratory. The standard deviation is 
consistent with the scatter we find between several calibrations of a 
stable thermistor. 
Calibration results of two of the "6000 series" thermistors were 
omitted since later calibrations showed them to be drifting at a rate 
which would make comparison of the NBS and W.H.O.I. results meaningless. 
Four of the thermistors listed were destroyed for testing purposes 
after only two calibrations. These were 6003, 6017, 6046, 6118. 
These show some of the highest differences for the 6000 series thermistors 
in Table 4. Because of the limited number of calibrations we cannot 














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































6. B. IWEX 
During November 1973 a stable tripod mooring was deployed by the 
Buoy Project at 27° 43'N, 69° 5l'W in 5455 m water depth. The mooring was 
in place for 44 days. On the IWEX (for Internal Wave Experiment) mooring 
were mounted 17 VACMs, 9 temperature/pressure recorders, and 4 model 850 
current meters. The VACMs were modified to measure temperature difference 
between thermistors mounted in pods at the top and bottom of each instru-
ment as well as absolute temperature. Because of the temperature difference 
measurements extensive calibration operations were performed. These calib-
ration operations, combined with the stability of the mooring and the close 
spacing of a cluster of 7 VACMs at the top, offered an excellent chance to 
determine the achievable accuracy in the VACM measurement of absolute 
temperature in situ. 
Figure 6 illustrates the configuration of the IWEX mooring. The 
depths of the levels and the horizontal separations of instruments on two 
different legs but at the same level are given in Table 5 as well as the 
temperature gradient at each level derived from a mean temperature profile 
(Millard, 1974; Tarbell, Briscoe and Chausse, 1975). 
Calibrations 
The thermistors used in the absolute temperature circuit of the 
IWEX VACMs were manufactured by Thermometries, Inc. Mechanically and 
electrically they are quite similar to the YSI thermistors we had used 
previously. Instead of being mounted within the current meter, they were 
mounted externally in pods to decrease the time constant. 
Before delivery the thermistors were stabilized by temperature cycling 
and then tested for maximum stability by repeated calibrations at regular 
intervals by the manufacturer. In addition, they were calibrated in our 
own facility (see Section 4 of this report) before and after the experi-
ment and twice more in the two years since. We have not included these in 
the thermistors reported on in Section 5 because of this limited calibration 
history. 
Because of the stringent requirements of the temperature difference 
measurements the thermistor pods were immersed, several at a time, in a 
constant temperature bath before and after the experiment for system calib-
ration. The bath was run at 0, 15, 30° C while the thermistors remained 
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connected to the current meters. These data were recorded on the IWEX 
data tape for each instrument. 
The constant temperature bath was a Tronac Model 400, modified by 
the addition of one inch of urethane insulation on all sides. The tern-
perature controller was a Tronac Model 40 used in conjunction with an 
external cooling unit. These provided excellent temperature control for 
the calibrations, maintaining control to within 2 rn° C (averaged over 
225 seconds) for periods of hours with temperature differences through 
the tank of less than .2 rn° C. Absolute temperature of the tank was 
measured with a platinum resistance thermometer with calibrations trace-
able to the National Bureau of Standards. 
The noise level and short-term stability of the instruments, and 
the stability of the calibration bath were within design specifications. 
As a test five instruments were run overnight in the bath. The absolute 
temperatures recorded by the current meters were constant within ±1 data 
count (±.2 m° C) averaged over 225 seconds. 
Results 
Biases and drift rates of the thermistors were computed from the 
bath tests and our standard thermistor calibrations. Bias is the error 
in measurement of absolute temperature by a current meter and thermistor 
at the time of the pre-mooring bath test. Drift rate is computed from the 
difference in error of measurement between the pre-mooring and post-mooring 
bath tests and the pre-mooring and post-mooring thermistor calibrations. 
Only two of the seventeen thermistors, those at the positions B2 and C5, 
showed significant drift and needed to be corrected but the magnitudes 
of these two drift rates, 9 and 11 m° C/rnonth, were surprisingly large 
in view of the pretesting performed by the manufacturer • 
. Table 6 lists means of absolute temperature for all the levels where 
there was more than one current meter. They are listed as ten consecutive 
4-day means and the overall 40-day mean. The B2 and C5 temperatures have 
been corrected for bias and drift. No corrections were required for the 
rest of the temperatures. 
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In Table 7 are the temperature differences at each level for the 
4-day means, the 40-day meah, and the 40-day mean divided by the tem-
perature gradient at that level from Table 5. If we assumed that the 
temperature sensors were all perfect then this last quantity would be the 
mean depth difference between sensors on one level. 
Now look at Table 7 in detail keeping in mind our stated temperature 
accuracy of 10 m° C. Sensors Al and Cl are only 6.1 meters apart and the 
temperatures agree within, at most, 2 m0 c. At level 2, with a separation 
of 8.5 meters, A2 and C2 agree to no worse than 3 m° C. B2 is one of the 
two thermistors which had a rather large drift rate and is, therefore, 
not as reliable as the others. In spite of this, it agrees with A2 and C2 
within 5 m° C except for one of the 4-day periods. A4 and B4 agree within 
5 m° C. At levels 5, 6, 10 with substantially larger sensor separations 
the B leg temperatures are substantially higher than for legs A or C. 
To explain this requires that the sensors on the B leg be 1, 2, 3 meters 
higher for the 5, 6, 10 levels than the sensors on the other two legs. 
Although there were not e nough working pressure sensors on the mooring to 
define the motions we can rationalize the direction if not the magnitude, 
of the leg motions . 
Anchors at the base of l egs A and C were lined up along a north-
south line . The currents in the top 1500 m were predominantly from west 
to east during the whole 40 days. This would cause legs A and C to be 
depressed relative to leg B. The current veered somewhat about the easterly 
direction with time, however, so we cannot say much about the relative 
depths of sensors on legs A and C. It is apparent from Table 7 that the 
B-A and B-C temperature differences are substantially larger than the C-A 
at l evels · S, 6, and 10. 
The absolute temperature data from the IWEX mooring are consistent 
with our claimed temperature accuracy of 10 rn° C. They are particularly 
supportive where the horizontal separations are small and we can expect 
the vertical separations to be less than about 50 ern. 
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Table 5 




Depth Instruments Gradient 
Level (m) (m) (m° C/m) 
1 603.6 6 . 1 18.6 
2 605 . 7 8.5 18.6 
4 610.6 14 . 0 18.8 
5 639.5 44.0 19.8 
6 7 30.6 139 22.5 
8 1014.4 441 12.2 
10 1023.1 450 11.7 
14 2050.4 1600 1.4 
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IWEX 4-Day Mean Temperatures, B2 and CS Corrected for Thermistor Drift 
40-Day 
l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Mean 
Al 14.029 13.964 13.968 14.015 14.116 14.158 14 . 180 14.186 14.181 14.173 14 . 097 
Cl 14.027 13.962 13.967 14.014 14.116 14.157 14.179 14 . 184 14 . 180 14.172 14.096 
A2 13.995 13.927 13.930 13 . 975 14.079 14.120 14.144 14.152 14.144 14.141 14.061 
B2 13.988 13.922 13.925 13.972 14.075 14.117 14.141 14.150 14.141 14.139 14.057 
C2 13 . 995 13.926 13.930 13.974 14.078 14.119 14.142 14.149 14.141 14.138 14.059 
A4 13.865 13.798 13.793 13.836 13.946 13.985 14.008 14.024 14.005 14.015 13.927 
B4 13.866 13.800 13.794 13.839 13.949 13.990 14.011 14.027 14 . 009 14.017 13.930 
AS 13.288 13.231 13.181 13.241 13.358 13.429 13.452 13.461 13.429 13.463 13.353 
BS 13.301 13.249 13.198 13 . 262 13.380 13.453 13 . 473 13.484 13.448 13 . 482 l3. 37 3 
cs 13.289 l3. 237 13.188 13.250 13.367 13.436 13.457 13.467 13.430 13.468 13.359 
A6 11.254 11.155 11.142 11.134 ll. 264 ll. 389 11.383 11.413 ll. 431 11 . 442 ll. 301 
B6 ll. 293 11.198 11.184 11.183 ll. 317 11.447 11.435 11.464 11.488 11.496 ll. 350 
C6 11.260 11.162 11.150 11.147 ll. 276 11.387 11.371 11.402 11.410 ll. 434 11 . 300 
AlO 6.196 6.219 6.244 6.269 6. 271 6.317 6.437 6.594 6.617 6.583 6.375 
BlO 6.219 6.247 6.278 6.303 6.315 6.365 6 . 476 6 . 635 6.669 6. 627 6.413 
ClO 6.192 6.222 6.252 6.280 6.278 6.312 6.422 6.575 6.594 6 . 572 6.370 
Al4 3.538 3.563 3.605 3.605 3.580 3.581 3.620 3 . 635 3.629 3.619 3.597 
Bl4 3.554 3.589 3.628 3.629 3.615 3.602 3.641 3.664 3 . 655 3.639 3.622 
Cl4 3.547 3.597 3.622 3.621 3 . 598 3.592 3 . 626 3.641 3.626 3.619 3.609 
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Table 7 
IWEX Temperature Differences Equivalent 
l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Means Depth 
Differences 
(m) 
Cl-Al 2 2 l l 0 l l 2 l l l .l 
C2-A2 0 -1 0 -1 -1 -1 -2 -3 -3 -3 -2 .l 
B2-A2 -7 -5 -5 -3 -4 -3 -3 -2 -3 -4 -4 .2 
B2-C2 -7 -4 -5 -2 -3 -2 -1 -1 0 -1 -2 .l 
B4-A4 l 2 l 3 3 5 3 3 4 2 3 -.2 
C5-A5 l 6 7 9 9 7 5 6 l 5 6 -.3 
B5-A5 l3 18 17 21 22 24 21 23 19 19 20 -1.0 
B5-C5 12 12 10 12 l3 17 16 17 18 14 14 -.7 
C6-A6 6 7 8 13 12 -2 -12 -11 -21 -8 -1 0 
B6-A6 29 43 42 49 53 58 52 51 57 54 49 -2.2 
B6-C6 33 36 34 36 41 60 64 62 78 62 50 -2.2 
Cl0-Al0 -4 +3 +8 11 7 -5 -15 -19 -23 -11 -5 .4 
BlO-AlO 23 28 34 34 44 48 39 41 52 44 38 -3.2 
BlO-ClO 27 25 26 23 37 53 54 60 75 55 43 -3.7 
Cl4-Al4 9 34 17 16 18 11 6 6 -3 0 12 8.6 
Bl4-Al4 16 26 23 24 35 21 21 29 26 20 25 17.9 




































































































































































6. c. Mooring 551 Intercomparison 
In December 1974, a mooring was implanted at Site J, 36°N, 70°W, 
with four VACMs rigidly shackled together at a nominal 2000 m depth. 
Mooring 551 was in place for 128 days during which all four instruments 
worked satisfactorily. A fifth instrument, containing a pressure sensor, 
did not work. Because of this, the depths of the VACMs are known only 
to about ±20 m. 
Since the mooring's purpose was a detailed comparison of the VACMs, 
the depth of the instrument grouping was chosen to be in a region of low 
gradients. Figure 7 shows temperature vs. depth from a CTD station made 
at the mooring location when it was set. The inset shows a more detailed 
plot for the depth range 1900-2100 m, a straight line least squares fitted 
to the CTD data, and four points representing the 128 day temperature 
means for the four VACMs. The straight line has a slope of -0.71 m° C/m, 
or the equivalent of a 4.3 m° C spread in temperature over the 6 m between 
the top and bottom thermistors. 
Table 8 shows the 128 day temperature means from the four VACMs 
and their standard deviations. For each 7.5 minute recording interval a 
mean temperature was computed from the four individual temperatures and 
the difference between the mean and the individual temperatures computed 
to see how well the four instruments tracked. Row 4 is the 128 day time 
mean of these differences for each instrument and row 5 is the standard 
deviation of this quantity. The results show that the instruments track 
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It would be appealing to attempt some kind of a direct comparison 
between absolute temperatures from VACMs and CTD but the uncertainty 
in current meter depth rules this out. The CTD data allow us to say 
that the time averaged temperature gradient in the vicinity of 2000 m is 
probably very close to -0.7 m° C/m. The absolute temperatures are 
consistent with the CTD temperatures to within the accuracy of the VACM 
depths. 
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6. D. Error Analysis 
In the previous sections of this report we have described the 
components of the VACM temperature measuring system, some of the errors 
in those systems, and intercomparisons which have indicated some of the 
relative uncertainties in our temperature measurements. We have not 
been able to make an in situ comparison with a different, and preferably 
certifiably accurate, instrument, nor have we been able to test the 
absolute accuracy in the laboratory. In this section we will compute 
analytically the accuracies of both relative and absolute temperature 
measurements. To the extent that our computed accuracy of relative 
measurements agrees with the intercomparison results we may have some 
confidence in the computed absolute accuracy. 
In Table 9 is a list of possible sources of error with an estimate 
of the contribution of each to the instrument bias in the measurements 
and the measurement variation. 
Table 9 
Error Sources in VACM Temperature Measurements 
Thermistor 
a. Calibration and drift rate 
b. Linearity 




Rest of VACM 








The following describes the terms in the tabl e in more detail and 
justifies the uncertainties given. 
Thermistor 
a. Calibration and drift rate - From the NBS intercomparison we 
feel sure that the absolute accuracy of each of our calibrations is 
about ±3 m° C. The scatter about the line fitting calibration vs. 
time data is ±1 m° C or less. The total uncertainty in expressing T 
as a function of R by the equation 
is then about ±4 m0 c . 
b . Linearity - The rmistors are nonlinear sensors. Computing a mean 
temperature from a mean thermistor resistance introduces an error which 
depends on the amplitude of fluctuations during the averaging interval . 
Typical temperature records, both in and below the thermocline show 
temperature standard deviations of about 200 m° C. For a sine wave 
fluctuation of this amplitude the error would be+.3m° C. This is a 
systematic and not a random error so it contributes to the instrument bias. 
c. Self heating - In the input circuit of the V/F converter, a 
precise 3.9 volts is impressed across the thermistor and a precision 
37.3 Kn fixed resisto r is c onnected in series with the thermistor. In 
Table 10 are shown: 
v 
T - nominal temperature 
R - mean resistance and standard devi ation for the thermistors 
in Table 3 with drift rates less than 3.5 m° C/year. 
P - power dissipated in thermistor with standard deviation 
due to deviation in R. 
T - thermistor self-heating with assumed dissipation constant of 
3 mw/ °C and standard deviation due to deviation in R. 
th - volts across thermistor resistance R in current meter 
c ircuit with standard deviation due to deviation in R. 
V - volts applied across thermistor in calibration equipment. 
calib 
dT/dV - sensitivity of indicated temperature to an error in the 
voltage applied across the thermistor. 
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Table 10 
Thermistor Sel f -Heating 
R(ohms) P (llW) !:J.T(m° C) vth(volts V 1 (volts 
dT T dV ca 
ooc 95080±377 82.52±.14 27.51± . 05 2.801±. 003 2.80 
5 74453±286 90.68±.12 30. 23±.04 2.598±.003 2.60 
10 58712±220 96.87±.08 32.29±. 03 2.385± . 003 2.39 
15 46611±171 100.69±. 04 33.56±.01 2. 166± .004 2 .17 
20 37244±135 101.94±.0003 33. 98±. 0001 1.949±.004 1.95 
25 29947±106 100.73±.04 33. 58±. 01 1.737±.003 l. 74 
30 24222±84 97.34±.07 32.45± . 02 l. 535± . 003 1.54 
Since the same voltage is applied to the thermistor during calibration as 
in the current meter, the bias due to self-heating is very nearly the 
same in the two situations. This net bias , therefore, does not appear 
in Table 9. There are three kinds of errors that can occur through the 
self-heating: 









l . An error in the volts applied to the thermistor during calibration 
can cause an amount of self-heating differing from that in the current 
meter. An error of 0.1 volt would cause up to 5 m° C error , indicating 
that a modicum of care is required . 
2. Because various thermistors have somewhat different resistances 
at the same temperature, the voltage across them, and thus the self-heating 
varies. For the range of thermistors in this study , however, the difference 
is at most .05 m° C, a negligible amount . 
3. The assumed dissipation constant of 3 mw/°C is a nominal value. 
The important thing is to have the dissipation constant t he same in 
the current meter and in the calibration setup. We have not been able 
to measure either dissipation constant but have tried to make the sit-
uations quite similar physically . We feel confident that the error due 
to difference in self-heating is less than ±l m° C. 
V/F Converter 
a. Stability - We saw in Section 3 that the V/F converte r is stabl e 
to 3 parts in 10 5 , equivalent to about ±l m° C. 
b. Linearity - We saw , also in Section 3, that the peri od of the 
V/F converter output signal is a linear function of thermistor resistance 
to within the equivalent of ±l m° C. 
\ 
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Rest of VACM 
a. Time base stability. The stability of the crystal oscillator 
which provides the time base in the VACM is stable to 1 part in 105 , 
equivalent to .009 sec for a recording interval o f 900 sec. The un-
certainty in temperature due to this uncertainty can be derived from 
the three equations: 
where: 
T [A + B(.R-nR) + C(.R-nR) 3 ]- 1 
(l + K2) Rs p 
R K - K - 1 l 2 p 
p t 
N 
A, B, C - thermistor calibration constants 
R - thermistor resistance at temperature T 
RS = fixed resistor , see section 2 
K1 , K2 = V/F converter constants , see section 2 
t current meter recording interval 
N = counts accumulated during T by counter on output of the V/F 
converter 
The uncertainty in temperature due to variations in the time base is given by: 
!'iT IN aT aR aP !'it aR ap at 
aT T2 
aR -- [B + R 
aR RS (K2 
ap [P (Kl 
ap l 
at = N 
- K ) l 






Typical values of the variables at 10° C are: 
T 283.15° c Rl = 24270 n 
R = 58712 n R2 94980 n 
B .22519048 X 10- 3 pl 1.0036 X 10-3 sec 
c .114084 X 10-6 p2 2.1548 X 10- 3 sec 
N 575117 6t .009 sec 
Substituting these 
b. Integrator - The integrator is just a counter and has an 
uncertainty of ±1 count. From Table 1 we see that this is equivalent 
to ±.06 m° C, a negligibly small uncertainty . 
The total variance of temperature is the sum of the squares of the 
uncertainties. For the measurement variations, 
Var :::: 18 (m° C) 2 
T 
The relative uncertainty we expect in the temperature measurements is 
then of the order of ±4 . 2 m° C which agrees well with the results of 
the IWEX intercomparison. 
Adding the contributions of instrument biases to the variance, 
the uncertainty we expect in the absolute temperature measurements is 
then about ±4.4 m0 c. 
We feel that this uncertainty estimate is a little optimistic but 
not completely out of line. Nelson Hogg (personal communication) after 
contouring, separately, temperatures recorded during MODE by current 
meters and CTDs, stated that the two sets appeared to agree within ±10 M° C. 
Our best guess as to the achievable accuracy of absolute temperatures 
with the VACM then, is perhaps better than ±10 m° C but no better than 
±4 .5 m0 c. 
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Some Useful Numbers 
Some useful information is summarized in Table I-1. 
Column 1 - The seven nominal temperatures at which we monitor ther-
mistor and V/F converter characteristics. 
Column 2 - Nominal resistances at these temperatures of the YSI 
44032 thermistor. 
Column 3 - Nominal dT/dR for YSI 44032 thermistors. 
Column 4 - Nominal period of the V/F converter output signal for 
the Column 2 resistances. Our V/Fs are normally adjusted to agree with 
the nominal periods within ±.01 ~s at 74,440Q. 
Column 5 - Some typical VACM recording intervals. 
Column 6 - Numbers of counts which would be accumulated during the 
various recording intervals with thermistor resistances of Column 2. 
Column 7 - Temperature resolution due to 1 count resolution in the 
total counts. 
Column 8 - Uncertainty in temperature due to uncertainty in either 
Pl or P2 of ±1 ~s. 
Column 9 - Accuracy requirement for Pl, P2 for a ±1 m° C accuracy 
in temperature. 
Columns 10, 11, 12 - Accuracy requirements in A, B, C thermistor 
constants for ±l m° C temperature accuracy. See Section 5 for definition 
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Included in this appendix are a description of the CALIBB program, 
a listing of the program, and an example of input and output data from 
a calibration. CALIBB was written using Xerox FORTRAN IV and contains 




TYPE: Main program - processor 
PURPOSE : To process thermistor calibration data 
MACHINE: XDS Sigma 7 
SOURCE LANGUAGE: Xerox FORTRAN IV 
PROGRAM CATEGORY: Utility 
DESCRIPTION: 
CALIBB was written to fit thermistor calibration data to the 
equation 
1/T =A+ B*LN(R) + C*(LN(R))**3 
where T is absolute temperature in °K and R is thermistor 
resistance. 
CALIBB provides a choice of three inputs; 
1. Direct values of temperature and corresponding thermistor 
resistance. 
2. Output of a Guildline bridge connected to a platinum resistance 
thermometer is converted to temperature. Thermistor resistance 
has corrections applied for lead resistance and bridge dial 
resistance. 
3. Output of a Mueller bridge connected to a platinum resistance 
thermometer is converted to temperature. 
The result of all three types of input data is a set of temperatures 
and thermistor resistances for each thermistor. These are then 
fitted to the above equation by the method of least squares. The 
resulting A, B, C constants are used for computing temperature 
from thermistor resistance. 
CALIBB was written particularly to process the calibration data 
produced by K. Schleicher and A. Bradshaw for Buoy Project ther-
mistors used in current meters. 
INPUT: By cards 
For each batch 
Card 1 is the same for all three types of input data. 
1 card - Batch number, type of input (DIRECT, GUILD,MUELL), number 
of thermistors in batch, number of nominal temperatures 
per thermistor, date of calibration, source of calibration data 
(T7,I3, Tl6,A4, T36,12, T51,12, 2X,A2 , 1X , A3, 1X,A2, 1X,3A4) 
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CALIBB,2 
Type 1, Direct 
For each thermi~tor 
1 card- Header card- thermistor number, batch number 
(Tl3,I4, T25,I3) 
1 or more cards - Data - 4 pairs of temperature,resistance 
(4(2F)) 
Type 2, Guildline bridge 
For each batch 
1 or more cards - list of thermistor number in calibration 
batch in order of subsequent data appearance 
(16I) 
1 card- Platinum probe identifier, zero ratio of bridge 
(T9,A4, T25,F) 
For each nominal temperature 
1 card- nominal temperature, data date, initial bridge 
ratio, volts across thermistor, number of book containing 
original data, page in book 
(T9,F4.1, Tl4,3A4 , T36,F, T52 ,F, T63I, T74 , I) 
1 or more cards - data pairs consisting of position in bath, 
bridge ratio , and uncorrected resistance 
(T8,I2, Tl0,2F) 
Type 3, Mueller bridge 
For each batch 
1 or more cards - list of thermistor numbers in calibration 
batch in order of subsequent data appearance 
(16I) 
For each nominal temperature 
2 cards - nominal temperature, data date, zero error of bridge, 
volts across thermistor, book containing original data, page 
in book 
(T9,F, Tl3,3A4, T34,F, T52,F , T63,I , T74 , I) 
l card- NRMLlMA,RVRSlMA,RVRS14MA,COEFF,RZERO (For definitions 
see program listing) 
(T9,F, T26,F, T44,F, T59,F, T73,F) 
For each thermistor 
1 card - data for this nominal temperature; BRIJNlMA,NULLNlMA, 
BRIJRlMA,NULLRlMA,BRIJM14MA,NULLM14MA,RES 




For GUILDLINE or MUELLER input 
Printer: Listing of computed platinum resistance temperatures and 
corrected thermistor res i stances by nominal temperature 
for data validation 
Card punch: Temperatures and resistances for each thermistor 
for data archiving 
For all three input types 
USEAGE: 
Printer: Listing of A,B,C constants and statistics of fit for 
each thermistor 
Card punch: Three duplicate cards for each thermistor containing 
thermistor number, batch number, calibration data, A,B,C 
constants, temperature RMS residual (measure of fit) 
For processing using the source deck 
!LIMIT (TIME,2), (CORE ,20) 
!MESSAGE PUNCHES CARDS 
!INTERP FULL 
!FORTRAN LS,GO 






STORAGE REQUIREMENTS: Not applicable 
SUBPROGRAMS REQUIRED: None 
OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENT: CP-V Monitor 
TIMING: 
Batch of 24 thermistors and 7 nominal temperatures requires about 
3.9 charge units when run with the source deck, 2.2 charge units 
when run with an object deck 
48 
CALIBB,4 
ERRORS AND DIAGNOSTICS: 
1. NUMTHERM TOO LARGE 
Number of thermistors on first data card greater than 25 
2. NUMNOMTEMP TOO LARGE 
Number of nominal temperatures on first data card greater than 10 
PROGRAMMER: R. E. Payne 
ORIGINATOR: Buoy Project 































































C PR~G~AM CALT89 
C 8Y ~. PAY~E ET AL 




C CALI~ FITS A SET 6F TH~~MJSTRR CALIBRATtBN DATA T' THE EQUATT~~ 
C liT•A+~•L~CRl+C•ILNI~)**3lo CALIS P£~F6RMS TH~ F~LL~WJ~G TASKSI 
C 1• READS THE INPUT DATA 
C 2• C~MPUTES TEMPf.RATU~ES FR6M THE PLATINUM ~ESISTANCE THERMB~ETE~ (PRT) 
C ~RID1E READINGS A~D P~JNTS BUT THE RESUI TI~G R/T VALUES F6R )ATA 
C VALinATI~N. pRBviSIBN IS ~ADF FBR INPuT ~F ~,T DATA ~TREcTLY ~BR TAS~ 3 
C 3 • FITS THE R/T DATA TB THE AB6VE FQUATI6N AND ~UTPUTS THE RESJ~TS BF 
C TH~ F[T FeR ~AC~ JNDIVJDUAL THERM[ST~R. 
c C tlRDtNARILY, CALtBRATJ~N MEASUREMENTS ARE MADE AN ~4 THERMIST~RS AT SEVE~ 
C TEMP£RATUR£S, ~~MJNALLY 0•30 C AT S C INTERVAL~, 
c 
C B6TH A MUELLF.R A~O A GUJLULI~E B~IDG~ HAyE u~E~ USED TB ~EASUR£ THE PRT 
C RESISTANCE ALTH~UGH 8NLY TH~ GUILDLTNE IS ~D AT PRESENT. STARTING wiTH 
C BATCH 5 ~ C~~RECTI6NS ARE A~PLIED WJTHJ~ THE PRAGRAM F~R LEAD RESISTA~CE AND 




C ~UTLl~E ~F CALt~H A~D SU8~~UTINES 
C••••*******************************************•******************************* 
c 
C MRE~D BATCH "lUM~E~ CBATCHNUMl, JNPUr S"URCE TYPE CGMD) 1 'lUMBER BF T~£R'1ISTBRS 
C IN ~ArCH (NUMTHERM)• NUM~ER aF NBMINAL TEMPERArURES (NUM~eMr£MP 1 
C CALI~RATitlN D~TE 1 C ~LI8DATEI• PLACE 6F OATA 6RTGIN cCALIBPLACE)• 
C •TEST F~R ~~D•FND 6F DATA 
C •TEsT F~~ RFAs~~A~LF VALUES RF NUMT~ER~1NUMN6MT[MP 
C #TEST GMD F~R GUtLDLINE, tlR MUELLER ~RtDGE 1 BR ~IRECT R1 T INPUT 
C NCALL GUJLD1 MU£LL 1 6~ DIRECT 
C •FeR [ACH THERMIST~Q 
C #CALL A6CFIT 
C •CALL P~INTAUT 
C P~JNT BUTPUT ~F LEAST SYU~~ES FIT FBR 6NE THF~MISTBR 
C *CALL PUNC.H~UT 
C PUNCiol R•T DATA PBJNTS AND RESULTS 6F LEAsT S~UARES F'JT F'eR EACH T~o~ER11IsTeR 
C IIIEND 
~ SU~RBUTINES FBR JNPUT AND CBNVERSJ6N BF' BRIDGE DATA 
C GUILDLINE BRIDGE 
C #SU8~~UTINE GUILD 
C IIIREAD THERMJSTBR BATH SE~UENCF NUMBERS (THER~lDl 
C III~EAD PTPRBHE a WHICH PLATINU~ PRRBE USEn. BRADaBRADSHA~, BUBY.~JBY LAB 1 
C AND PR'BE ~RIDGE ~ATJ6 AT c C A~D 1 MA (ZERBRATIBl 
C IIIFBR F.ACH ~BMJNAL T£~PERATURE 
C •READ: ~BMINAL TEMP cNRMTE~P),DATE,BRT ~GE RAT[B WHEN PRBBE IS AT 
C MEASUREMENT TEMP£RATURECINfTRATIBl.VBLTS 4CR6SS THERMJST9R(V6LTS), 
C BBBK AND PAGE 6F DATA I ~ SC~LEJCHER•S N6TEBB6K, 
C *F8R F.ACH THERMIST~~ 
C *READ: gATH SEYUENCE NUM~Eq(BATHIDl•DlF'FERENCE BETWEEN I~ITRATte 


































































C6RRECT AL~ THERMJsTeR RESJSTA~CEs ~eR ~EAD AND B~tJuE DIA~ 
RES I STANCE. 
MSET P~ATINUM PRBSE C6NSTANTS 
-~eR EACH THE~MISTB~ 
C6MPUTE P~ATrNUM PR~~E TEMPERATURE 
MCBMPUTE INDIVIDUAL SRJDGE RATT~ 
C6MPUTE F"l~ST .<PPR6XIMATI6N Te PRT 
•CALL CALL.ENDAR 
CftMPUTE lTERATIVFLY A C6RRErTl~~ TB PRT T~ YIELD ~I~AL 
CBRRECTEO TEMPERATURE 
BUTPUT DATA FB~ VALIDAT16N 
wwRJTF- BATCHNUM1 DATE,PTPRABE 1 V6~TS,Z~R6RATI81 l~ITRATJB,B8eK 1 PAGE, 
ro..JBMTEMP 





•~EAD THER~ISTeR BATH SEYUENCE NUMBERS CTHER~IDl 
*F61o1 EACH NBMJNA~ TEMPERATURE 
MREADt N~MTNAL TEMP (N6MTEMP),DATE 1 BRTDGE ZERB ERRBQ ClERBERR), 
V~L.Ts ACR~SS THERMJsTeR (VBLTS)I BeaK AND PAGE 6 F DATA I~ SCHLEJCHERtS N~TE~66K, INITIAL BRIDGF READING WITH N6RMAL 1 ~A 
CURRENT THRBUGH PRT AT MEASURr.MENT T~~PERATURE (NR~L1MA), AS NRML1~A 
BUr WJTH CURRENT ~EVE~SED CRVRS1MAl 1 SENSITIVITY eF JNTERPeLATtNG NULL RRIDGE REC6R~ER IN BHMS/CHART DTviS!6N (CBEFF), pR6eE 
RESISTANCE AT 0 C AND 0 MA CURRENT (QZE~Blo 
-F~R EACH THE~MJST~R 
•RE~D: CHANGE IN B~IDGE SETTINGS FQ~M ~RML1MA IN STEPS 8F •0001BHM 
tB~IJNtMAl, AMBUNT BRIDGE IS BFF ~U~L WHEN SET AT N~M~t~A+BRIJtMA 
I~ CHART DIVJSI6NS (NULLN1MAl 1 CH,ro..JGE IN BRtDGf SETTI~GS FReH 
Rv~SlMA IN STEPS BF •0001 BHM (BRyJR1MA) 1 AMBUNT BRIDGE IS BFF 
NULL W~EN SET AT RV~StMA+BRIJRtMA JN CHART 0JVJSJ6NS (NUL.LR1MA) 1 
CHANGE JN BRzDGE SETTJNGS FRBM RVR~l~MA JN STEPS eF •0001 BHM 
cBRIJMt~MA), AMBUNT BRIDGE IS BF~ ~ULL WHEN SET AT RyRSt4MA+ 
F3RJJR 14MA IN CHART DIVISte~S (NULi_M14"'1A), THERMJSTBR RESISTANCE (RES! 
*FeR EACH THERMJSTBR 
CeMPUTE PLATINUM PRBBE TEMPERATURF (T6~l 
*C6MPUTE PRT RESISTANCE 
*CeMPUTE ~IRST APPReXIMATtero..J Te PRT 
MCALL CAL~ENDAR 
CBMPUTE A C6RRECTI8N TB FIRST PRT ITERATIVELY 
BUrPUT DATA FeR VA~IDATIBN 
*w~ITE BATcHNUM'DATE,pTpResE,VBLTS,RZ~RB,ZFRBERR,C8EFF'~e~(,pAGt 
NRMTE"1P 
•FBR EACH THERMISTtlR 
•wRITE BATH SEYuENcE NuMBER,THERM!n,PRT RESISTANCECPTRES),Tb~,RES 
-~ETU~ollll 
DIRECT R,T INPUT 
*SU81o!BUTINE DIRECT 
*Fe~ EACH THERMISTeR 
•READ THER,.,ID AND ~ATCHNUM 
•FeR EACH 1\J~MINA~ TEMPERATU~E 












1::H • c 


















































CALLENUAR C~""PUn:s A CftRRECTitiN T6 TI-lE C8MPLJTED PRT TEt-1PERATU~E 3V AN 
ITE~ATIVE TECioiNIQUE SPECIFIED IN T~E P~T PRA~E ~ANUAL, 
•CeM~UTE CRRRECTtBN CC~R~) BASED 6N QELTA (PRT C~NSTANT) AND TE~~ERATURE. 
I~ LESS T~AN •00001 *CR""PUT~ AN~T~E~ CB~R~CTI6N (DELTAT) BASED AN T~US FAR C6R~ECTE~ 
TEMPE~ATURE AND SBME CHNSTANTS. 
•FINAL T6s ~AS ~AT~ C6~RECTIRNS INCeRPBRATEn, 
•RE:.TU~N 
SU8R~UTINE RESC~RR 
RESCHR~ CBRRECTS T~£ TH£~""IST6R R£S!STANCEStURES) F6R TloiE RESISTA~CE BF 
TH[ ~ATH TloiERMISTft~ LEADS AND TloiE BRtDGE Dt,L RESISTANCES• 
#TEST FBR GMD.EYe4HER~~ (ER BRIDGE) 
Y~S·G6 T~ LEAD R~SISTANCE C6RRECTt6NS 
N~.PRRCEtQ ~ITH GUtLDLINE BRIDGE DIAL (8~RECTt6NS 
IF~~ EAC~ THERMIST~~ 
•T~ST F~R UHES•~T•100• 
VES·SET C~RRECT[6N EYUAL T6 0 
N~.PR~CEEQ WITH C6MPUTJNG C6RRECTt6N 
I CALL r.lET~ I G ITS 
•CBMPUTE CBR~[CTIBN ~~~ EACiol QIAL (LEAD ~ DIGITS 6NLY) 
*APPLY T'TAL CRRRECTIHN T6 URFS, ~BTAINING RE~ 
~F~R EACH THERMIST6R 
*A~PLV LE~D C~R~£CTI6N T6 RES 
*loiETURN 
SU6~~ U TI~£ GETOIGIT~ 
GETDitiiTS C~~VERTc:; A 6 DIGIT tNUM8ERt tNT6 A t DIMENSieNAL ARRAY, •ST8RE'• 
#l~~~ TH~ ARRAY •ST6RE 1 
~C~~VEHT THE 6 DIGITS BF T~o~E ~ESISTANCE INT~ AN INTEGER 
~~UT THe DIGITS B~ THE INTECiE~ R~SISTANCE INTe tST8REI 
#~ETURN 
SUoRRUTlN~ A8C~IT 
A~CFIT PE~FRRMS A LEAST SQUA~ES FIT 6F THE CALIBRATteN DATA T6 T~E 
~UNCTIBN Y•A+H•X+C*X*•3 
WHERE V•1/T68, X•L6G(~~SI 
A~CFIT IS RUN 6NCE F6H EAC~ THERMJST6R IN T~E BATC~ 
ttF~~ EAC~ NBMINAL TEMPERATU~E 
#C6MPUTE MEANS 6F ~,Y,X•*J 
#FB~ EAC~ ~~MINAL TEMPEHATu~E 
-~U~TRACT MEA~S F~~M EQUATIBN Te RE ~ITT~~ A~D C6M~UTE SUMt-1ATJeNS 
NECESSARY ~eR D~r~RMfNJNG A1 C, REMBVtNG T~E MEANS REDUCES T~£ 
RBUND,FF ERReR. 
M(BMPUT~ ~,C,A C~NSTANTS 
#FB~ EAC~ N~MINAL TEHPERATU~E 
•CBMPUTF ESTI~ATED VA~UES BF V A~D T USING A,B,C AND X1 ANO RESIJ~ALS 
*~ETURN 
SU8RBUT1N~ PRtNTBUT 
PRINT BUrPUT BF LEAST SQUARES FtT F~R BNE TH~RMISTeR 
#PRINT T~ER~yD, BATCH~UM 
#P~fNT TIME 8F CALI~ RUN( ICLI<)I(ALIBOATE,CA1 tBPLACE #~RJNT A,~,C CtiNSTANTS -
~~RINT Y,YHAT,RESIDY FeR EACiol N6~INAL TEMPERATUR~ 
































































C SU8R8UTINE PUNC~8UT C PUNC~ R1T DATA PDJNTS AND RESULTS eF LEAST SDUARES FIT FeR EACH T~ER~JSTeR 
C •FeR EACH BATCH 
C •PUN~H BATcHNUMtNUMTHE~M,NUMNeMTEMP•CALIBnATE,CALIBPLAtE 
C .c~~UTE NUMBER eF CARDSCNCAROS) REQUIRED T8 ~eLD R,T DATA Feq !NE 
C TH[RMtSTeR AT 4 PeJNTS PER CARD 
C •F6A EACH T~ERMJST8R 
C •PUNCH THENHID,BATCHNUH•CALI~DATE . 
C •FeR EACH R,T CANO 
C ,ceMPUTE THE SUBSCRIPT eFT~ FJAST OATA PAIR eN THE CAR' IPAJRI1 1 
C AND THE LAST PAtRIPAIRF) 
C MJF PAJNF IS GNEATER THAN NUMNDHTEMP THEN SET PAJAF 
C [QUAL TD NUMN~MTEHP 
C •C~MPUTE THE NUM~[A 8F R,T DATA PAJ~S T! BE PUNCHED 
C 8N THIS CARO INeNCAROI 
C •PUNCH N~NCARD,N~NCARD SfTS !F T68,AESt AND T~EAMID,BATCH~U~ 
C •PUNCH 3 SETS 8FI 
C •FeR EAC~ TwERMISTDN 








C PReGRA~ CALI~B 
c 






NEAL tALIBDATECl)• CALI8PLACEC3) 
I~TEGlR BATCHNUM,GMD,JCLKC41 
CaLL TDDAYitCLKl 
100 REAO C105110001ENDet50) BATCHNUM, GMD, NUMyHERH, NUMNeHTEMp, 
• CALIBDATEtCALIBPLACE 
IF CNUHTHERMeGTe2!5J DUTPUT tNUMTHERM Tee LAAGEtl 
S Ge TD 900 
IF cNUHNSMTEMPeGTelOl DUTPUT t NUMN8MTEHP T~8 LARGE•, 
• GtJ TD 900 
IF (GHD•EQ•4HGUILI CALL GUILD 
IF cGHDeEQe4HEN8RJ CALL GUILD 
IF CGHD.EQ••~"UEL) CALL MUELL 
tF CGMD•EQ•4HDIRE) CALL DIRECT 
De 120 NTHet,NUMTHERM 
CALL ARCF"IT 
-~ALL PR tNT8UT 
120 CDNTINUE 
IF CGHD.EQe4HDJREl G8 TtJ 100 
CALl. PUNCH!UT 
Ge re 100 
150 C:8"'1TINUE 
900 C:611o!fiNUE 




































































C SUsRBUTINE DIRECT ~EADS INPUT TB CALlS ~RBM CA~OS. TNpUT IS pR6yJOE' 










INPUT: CAL. I 138•N1.1"'1THI::RM, NUMN~MTEMP 
CA~DS•T~f.RMID,T681~~S 




DB 200 ~TH•t•NU~THERM 
READ 110~ 1 20051 THERMID(NTHI,~ATCHNU"' READ f105•20101(T68(~NT,~T~),RES!NNT,NT~,,NNTa11NUMN6"'TEMp) 
200 C~~ TI NUE 
~ETU~N 
2Q05 ~~QMAT (TtJ•l'+• T?.5•I3l 














GUILD READS IN ~N CARDS PLATINUM T~r.RM~~ETER BRIDGE DATA AND THERMISTO~ 
RESISTANCES, C~qQECTS ~BR LEAD AND BRIDGE RESI~TANC~ (VIA RrSC6RR) 1 CB~PUTES 
TlMP~RATUH[S ~R~M PRr DATA (VJA CALLENDAR) 1 AN~ 6UTPUTS BBT~ JNPUr A~D 
C~MPUTEU UAT• rRR vALIDATIB~. 






P~tNr.BATC~~UM,DATE 1 PrP~B~E,zE~~RATI6,TNlTQATI6 1 VB~TS,B6eK,PAGE, 










INT~GER B~eK,PAGE,PTPR6~E,BAT~tnc 2~) 




~EAO f105•2t021 PTPRB~~, ZER6RATl6 
DR 215 NNT•t,NU~N6MTEMP 
































































C •••ceMPuTE TEMP~RATuRES FR6M P~ATI~UM PReB~ INPuT 
c 
c 
IF (PTPRRBEoF.Qoi+H~~AOl A~PHA••oo392577 I DELTA•1•~97 
IF (PTPR~BE•EQ•'+H~U6Y) A~PHA••00392636~ I DELTA•1•~966 
IF ((PTPR6BEoNEei+H~RAD)oANO,cPTPR68EoNE,~~BUeY)) 6UTPUT 
t tPTPReBE INC6RRECT• 





wHITE (108•2190) sATC~NU~,DATE,~TpR6BE,v6LTS, 
t ZER~RATI6,1NlTHATI6,B~6K,PAG£,N6MTEMP 





2101 FB~MAT (1611 
2102 FeRMAT (T91 &'+, T25,F) 2 1 o~ F6RMAT (T9,F'+•1• Tt~•3AI+, T36•F• TS~,F, T6a1l1 T7511) 
2106 F6RMAT (T~II2• T10•2Fl 
2190 Fe~MAT C1H1 1 9X, 1 BATC~NUM•' 1 tl/ 
t 10x••DATE Oe~E••• 3A'+/ 
e 10XIIPTPR6BE•••2XI AI+/ 
t tOX,•VeLTS ACR6SS TMERM••, F6•3/ 
I 10X1 'ZER6RATte• 1, F10o61 
t 10x,•INITRATJ6•'• F10•6/ 
etOX• ~~eeK NUM~ER•11 l!ltOXItPAG~•t, 15// 
e 2X,tNeHtNA~ TEMPERATURE•'• F~o2//) 
54 
21 92 Fe~MAT(t sATH THERMt,Tt7,rpRTt,T28••PRTt,T]5,tUNC6RRt,TI+811C6RRt/ 
e• IO,,Ts,,Ne,,T 1 6,,RESlSTr,T 27,,TEMPt,T3'+••T~ERM RES T~ERM RES,) 
219'+ FeRMAT C1X, t3, t71 F11•6, F9•1+, 2~11•21 
21 95 F6RMAT C' THERMIST6R '' I~+•• BATC~ '' 13• ~X•3AI+) 
2196 FB~MAT (~(~t2•~•F8•2ll 




c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• c . 
C SUsR~UTlNE MUELI. READS IN 6N CA~DS p~T eRIDGE nATA ANO T~ERMtST6R 
C RESlSTANClS, CB~PUTES TEMPERATU~ES FR~~ PRT DAT4 (VIA CAI.I.ENOAR), A~~ 
C eUrPUTS BeT~ tNPUr 4ND CeMPUrED DATA F~R VALtD&rlB~• BNL'' T~E BR 4DSHA~ PReBE C ~AS ~EEN USED WfTH THE MUEI.~F-R BRIDGE. MUELL I~ F~R HtSTeRtClL DATA ~NL.Y, 


















































































~E4L. NRMLt MA, NULLN1 1"14 C 25) 'NUL.LRt 1"14 ( 25) 1 NUL. I M1 ~"'A ( 2!5) 1 
S ~~~J~1HAC25),BRIJR1M&I2!5),BRtJH1~MA(25) 
OeU~LE pRECISI6N T6T4L.NtH4(25),T6TAL.R1MA(2~1,MEANT6T,S~R, 
e PTHES(25l 
R£4U Ct05•2~02liT~ERMI0CNT~l,NT~•t,NUMT~ERM) 
PfPR6~E•BRAD I &LP~A••00392577 I DELTA•1•4q1 
06 2~5 NNT•t,NU~N6Mr£MP 
HEAD (~05•2~061 N6MTEMPID~TE,zE~~ERR,vel TS,eeeK,PAGE• 
s NRHLtMA,HVRS1HA,RVRS1-MA,C6E~F,RZER6 
HEAD CtO,I2~08l(~RIJN1MAcNT~),NULLNtMA(NTH),8RIJR1MA(NT~)I 
s NULLRtMA(NT~l,~HIJMt4MACNT~) 1 NUL.LM14M4CNT~),RES(NNT 1 NTH) 1 
S NT~•1•NUMT~ERM) 




















wRITE 1108•24901 ~ATC~NUM,OATE,pTpR6sE,v~LTS,RzER6 1 






?402 VB~MAT 116Jl 
2~06 F~RMAT CT9 1 F, T13,3A~, T34,F 1 T~2,,, T63,J, T14 1 JI 
~ T9•F• T26•F, T441F1 T59•V• T73,F) 
2~08 ~BqMAT ( T9•7Fl 
2490 ~BqMAT 11H1 19X 1 1 BATCHNUM• 1 1 t31 
s lOX1'DATE DB~E•'•3A~/ 
s 10x,,PTPR6BE•r,2X,A41 
stox,•veLrs &CRess T~E~M••,F6.31 
s lOX''RESJSTA~CE BF p~~BE AT T•Q DEGREES 8 1,F9•61 
s lOX,rlERR 6F B~IDGE•r,F9e61 
' 10X 1 1 C~[F~,I~HMSIDIA~ OIV AT 1MAl• 1 1 Vg.~/ ~ lOX1 1 B~~K NU~BE~•''l~110X•'PAGE NUMBER•r,t5/ 































































2492 ~~~MAT C' BATH TH[HM PT RES PT TEMP THE~M RES') 
~494 F~~MAT C1XI 13• 171 ~11•61 ~9•4• Ft1•2) 
2495 FA~MAT (t T~ERMJST6R •1 141 t ~ATC:H ,, 13, 2X,1A4) 








C CAL~~NDA~ C~MPUTES A C6RRECTJ6N T6 T BV AN ITE~ATIV~ TECHNIQUE SPECIFIED 
C IN THE ~HT PRRBE MA~UA~. 
c: 
C ~~~ur: GUJLO 6R MUELL•PT 
C ~UTPUTI GUILD eR MUEL~•T68 
c c •••••••••• 
c 
• 
NC,UNT•t J C6RHt•1 I C6H~•0 
TE:.MJ.'•PT 
REPEAT 225, WHILE DAHSCCeRR1eCe~RieGTe0e00n01 

















C ~ESC~~R C~RRECTS TH~ THERMIST6R RESISTANCES F~~ T~E RESISTANCE 6F T~E BATH 
C ~EADS AND THE BRIOGF DIAL N~SISTANCFSe 
c 
C fNPUTl GUILD ~R MUELL • UNE~ 
C 6UTPUTI GUILD eR MU~LL • RES 









DATA ~EAORES 1 t2c•3~)112c•40)/ QATA ~DCioDni10•512D•512CoDo)•2C•S'•~)I?C•7~•5)•2C•80•5)' 
~ 2coool,.to.s.~cODOI,tn.5,ooo,2o.siJo.s,~,.~,to.s, 
s dcOD~l•3C1D•~)/ 
•••ER BRIDG~ IS USED WJTH sgoo SERtFS THE~MtSTe~S. N6 DIAL C!!RQECTJ6NS 
4RE IJSf.D wfT~ TI1E ~~ HRJ GE ~UT L[AD RE~TSTANC~: C!!RRECTI6NS T~E 






























































C ••• C6R~ECT F6R BRIDGE OTA~ RESTSTANCES 
c 
06 238 ~T~•t,NU~T~ER~ 
UC6RR•O 
lF (URESCNNT,NTM)e~T•100•) OC6RR•O•J 
1 G~ T8 236 
CA~L GETI11GITS 
MUL 1' •NUMD I G IT •2 
DB 21~ DIG•1•3 
DC~RRaDC6~R+80CCST6REC0IG),DJG)•10••~ULT 
236 C8NTINUE 
~ES(NNT 1 NT~)•URES(NNT,NT~)+0C~RQ 
238 C6'11TINUE 
c 
C •••APPLY LE40 RESISTANCE C8RHECTJ6NSt 
c 
c 
239 Ce'IITI NUE 
06 240 NT~•t,NU~T~ER~ 
IF (R£S(NNT,'IIT~).~Tt100t) G8 T6 ~40 






















GETDIGITS C~NVFRTS A 6 DIGIT •NUMBER• tNT~ A l DIMENSI8NAL ARRAy, •ST8RE•• 
T~E VALUES 6F tST6N~, AR~ T~E DIGITS 6F RES STARTING WITM TMf HIGMEST 6R0£R, 







INTEGER NUMOJGIT 1 NUM,OJGtT,TRUNCNUM 
INTEG~R BLANK/ 1 'I 
REAL. NIO 
c 
C •••£EH8 T~E ARRAY tST8REt 
0 6 c 1 NO X. 1 • 6 
ST8RE(N0X)•~LANI( 
21 C6NTINUE 
~hUN~S ( NNT, NTH) 
IF CR•LT•lOO•) r,e TO 26 
C •••MAKE T~E 6 DtGITS ~F T~E NESTSTANCE tNT~ AN INTEGER 
0•~·1001)00 
DEClMALS•O 





















































































C ABCFJT PE~F~~MS A ~EAST SQUAHES FIT e' THE CA~'9RATt6N DATA T6 T~E ~UNCTI6N 
C Y•A•B•X+C*X**3 
C wHERE Y•1/T, X•~8GCRJ 
c 
C lNPUTI CA~IBB.T~!,RES,NUMNeMTEMP 







DeU~~E PRECISI6N YC10l,XI10l,YMEAN 1XMEAN1 X,ME4N 1 SDXOX,SDXDX31 
I SOxOY,SDx3Dxl•SDx3DY•DY•Ox•Dx3•4C2!5)•BI~~~·Cc25J•YH4TC10l• 
I THATI101 











C •••SU~TRACT MEANS Te AVetO ReUND erF ERReR tN CURVE FJT 
c 
C •••CeMPUTE SUMS FeR CALCU~ATING 8 4NO C C6N~T4NTS, 
c 
c 









































































H(~THl•CSDXDY*SDX3DX3•SDXDX3*SDX30Yl/(S0XDX•SOX 3DX3•SDXDX3**2l C<~THl•CsDXDX*SDX10Y•SDXDY*SDXDX3)/CSDXDX*~OX3DX3eSDXDX3**2l 
A(~TH).YMEA~·~C NTHl+xMEANeC(NTHl*X3MEAN 





























JNPUr: CA~!BB.TH£RMJ0 1 BATCHNUM1 ICLK,CALIBDATE 1 A 1 B 1 C, 
Y,YHAT•RESJ0YIREs•T68•THAT•REsiDTa~MsREStDT 
6UTPUT: P~INTeSAME AS INPUT 
•••••••••• 
wRITE C108•I+000l THERMID!NTH)IBATcHNUM 
WRITE Ct08II+002l ICLK,CALIBOATE,CALIBPLACE 
WRITE C108,I+OOI+I A(NTHl,8(NfHl 1 CfNTHl 
WRITE (108•1+006) 




WRITE c 1 o8•1+o 1 ~t)(NNT,RES(NNT,NTH),T68(NNT,NTH),THAT(N~T), 
s RESIDTCNNT),NNT•l,NUMNBMTE~Pl 
WRITE (tOR,I+016l RMSRESIDT(NTHl 
RETURN 
I+OOO ~6RMAT <•tTHERMYSTeR 1 11 I~'' 8ATCHI '' 1':11 
1+002 FeRMAT C I 0 DATE e~ CeMPUTER RUN: 1 I.I+A~I 
s '0 CALYBRATieN OATEI'' 2x•A2, 1X•A3, 1x,A2// 
s t CALtBRATI~N S6U~CE111 3A~) 
1+001+ ~BRMAT ! '0 CALIBRATIBN CeNSTANTS 1 1 
s 5x••A•'• F15·13/ 
s •o,~x,.s••• F"15•131 
~ •o•,~+x,•c••, F"15.t3l 
1+006 ~BRMAT !///25x••TAsLE ~F RESlDUALSt) 
4Q08 ~BRMAT C'Ot•T13••BBSERvEDt,T28• tESTIMATEOt,T1+5•'RESIDUAL 1 / 
S T161'Y' 1 T32•'Y'' T~+8•'Y'l 
1+010 FBRMAT !1XI 15• F"15•101 2F16•10l 
1+012 F6~MAT f///T11••6BSERVED 6BSERVED ESTI~ATED RESIDUAL'/ 





















































4014 ~eRMAT 11X• l!1 ~13•3• r11•4• '10•!• r11•6' 
4016 FeRMAT I'O'•Tll•'R"S RESIOUA~t,F7e!•' MD[Gt) 
4022 FelltMAT lh1 '"•13• 'I',Az, '*'•AJ, '*'•Az, 11'•EtJ•'• 'I'•IU•'• 






~ PUNC~ CARDS WJT~ R1T CA~I8RATI8N DATA 'eR 'I~[~ AND A,B,C CeNSTANTS reR 
C T~[RMISTeR INT[RCB"'ARISeNS, 
E IN,UTI ~A~fBBIMU£~~,.a.,c~NUM,~MD,NU"r~r~",NUMN&"rr"~•c•~reo•rE,TWE~"ID, 
C T611RES 
C eUTPUTI 'UNC~• SAM! AS lN'UT 






J~ I~MOeEQe4~[R8R) Oe Te !04 
WRITE 11061!010) 8ATC~NUM,NUMT~[RM1 NUMN8MT~MP1 CAL!80AT[1 
t CA~IBPL.AC:E 
NCARDS•NUMN8MTEMP14•1 
De !02 NT~•1•NUMT~[RM 
WRJTE 11061 502!) T~[RMJDCNT~) 1 8ATC~NUM.~&LT80ATE 
De 501 NC•1•NCARDS 
· PAIR 1!14*NC•3 
'AJR,•4•NC 
IF CPAIRFeGTtNUMN!MT[M,) ,AIRFeNUMN!MTEM, 
NeNCARO~PAtR'•'AIRI•1 
WRITE (106 15021) NeNCARDfCT6AIJP 1 NT~,,RESIJP 1NT~) 1 
t JP~PAIRl,,AIRF),T~[RM DCNT~),BATCWNUM 
!SO 1 CeNTI NUE 
!502 CeNTINUE 
!o4 oe 5o!S ~<•1•1 
WRITE 1106 1 !03!5)1TM[RMJO(NfM) 1 8ATC~NUM 1 ~A~!8DATE ACNr~J, 
t ~(NT~),CINTM),NUMN8MTEM,,RMSRES!DTINTM) 1 NT~e1•NUAT~ERM) 
50! CeNT! NUE 
RETURN 
5010 FeRMAT CtBATCMet,ll• T12•t~M0eOIRieT,, T!7,tNUMTH[RMe,,l!• 
t T401 1NUMNeMT[MPei 1 I2 1 2X 1 A2 1 1X,A31 1X1 A1 1 3A4) 
5025 FeRMAT (I TW[RMJSTeR ••I••• BATCH 11 ll1 •x•A2• 1X•Al• 1x•A2) 
5o28 FeRMAT INIF7•4• 1x•F9e 2 , 1X)I T7J•J•• t•tlf]) 
5035 FeRMAT IJ4, 1/t,zl, '1 1,A21 '•' 1 A3 1 '*'•A2, l/f 1 [13t91 1/1 1 [13•91 
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BATCHNUM• 67 69 . 
DATE DBNE• 22 JU~ 76 
PTPRBBE• sueY 
VRLTS ACRBSS THERM• 2e800 
ZERBRATI6• 2•555259 
INITRATI6• 2•655330 
BB6K NUMt;ER• ?61 
PAGE• ~1 
N8MINAL TEMPERATURE• .oo 
BATH THERM PRT PRT' UNCBRR CBRR 
!D N~ RESIST TEMP T'HERM RES THERM RES 
1 7 2•55!5336 •oo'6 9so~6·2o 9504+~·15 
2 32 2•555337 •oo77 9~927•oo 94+925•95 
3 109 2•555337 •oo7? 9so67•oo 9so6s•9s 
4 132 2•555337 •oo77 95799•10 9579B•os 
5 155 2•555337 •oo77 94763•8o 9476?.•65 
6 156 2•555337 •oo77 95351•10 9535o•os 
7 163 2•555337 •oo77 946tS•oo 94613·8~ 
8 168 2•555337 •oo'' 94968•to 94967•os 
9 t87 2•555337 •oo77 95264+•Bo 95263•75 
10 t89 2•5b5337 •oo77 9S175•7o 95174•65 
11 19o 2•555337 •oo77 9!:S041•5o 95Q4Q•4+5 
12 238 2•555337 •oo77 95210•40 952o9•35 
13 239 2•555337 •oo77 97882•10 97881•2o 
1'+ 240 2•555338 •oo78 9S042•4o 95041'30 
tS 242 2•555'338 •oo7s 954+95•00 95493•90 
16 244+ 2•555338 •oo78 95460•10 954+59•oo 
17 319 2•555338 •oo78 95115•00 95113•9o 
18 320 2•555338 •oo78 95t88•4o 95t8?•3o 
t9 323 2•55533~ •oo?s 95o17•3o 95ot6•2o 
2o 324 2•555338 •oo78 95167•30 95166•2o 
?1 326 2•555338 •oo78 95038•Bo 95o37•7o 
22 328 2•555338 •oo?8 95ot2•oo 95oto•9o 
23 3~5 2•555338 •oo's 95t96•So 95t95•4o 
24 35? 2•555338 •oo78 95189•00 95187•9o 
Input data verification page for 0° C nominal temperature 
TI-IE:RMISTBR: ? BATCI-II 6? 
DATE BF COMPUTER RUNI 1-105 SfP 2~1'76 
CA~l~RATI~N DATE: 23 JUL ?6 










































































RMS RESIDUAL. •126 







The CALCOLIN program is used to evaluate the Cqlibration data and 
compare the results of several calibrations on a single thermistor. Its 
use over the last three years has allowed us to determine drift rates 
of thermistors, has helped us to detect errors in calibration data, and 
to evaluate the consistency of our calibrations. CALCOLIN is written 
in Xerox FORTRAN IV. 
Following the listing of CALCOLIN is an example of the output of 
the program. There are two sets of numbers for each thermistor. 
In the first set of numbers, the first four 
columns are, respectively, thermistor number, calibration batch number, 
r.m.s. calibration residual and calibration date. The numbers in the 
following seven columns are derived in the following way. The numbers 
at the tops of the columns, at the top of the page, are temperatures 
( +0, +5, etc.) in °C. The numbers directly below these are nominal 
resistances for this thermistor type at those temperatures from one of 
the input cards. The numbers for the individual thermistors and cali b -
rations in Table A for each thermistor are the temperature differences 
which result from: (1) calculating a temperature using the nominal 
resistance at the head of the column and the A, B, C constants for 
that thermistor and calibration; (2) subtracting the temperature at 
the top of the column; (3) multiplying by 1000 to get the temperature 
difference in m° C. The absolute value of one of these temperature 
differences has little meaning except to tell one whether an individual 
thermistor is within manufacturer's specifications or not. Comparing 
all the temperature differences at a given temperature for one thermistor 
can reveal several things. If the numbers stay quite constant over a 
period of several years as in thermistor 122, we can say that the 
thermistor is stable and the random variations in the temperature 
difference give us a good idea of the repeatability of a given tem-
perature in the calibration bath. If the numbers change with time 
as in thermistor 131 then we know the thermistor is drifting. If the 
temperature difference increases with time this indicates that the 
72 
thermistor resistance at the specified temperature is increasing and 
vice versa. 
The second table of numbers, for each thermistor, 
is an estimate of drift rate of the thermistor together with data which 
allow us to evaluate that drift rate. Each row in this second table is 
the result of computations on the numbers in the corresponding column 
of the first table. 
The columns represent: 
T - The nominal temperature in °C as in the previous table 
N - The number of calibrations performed on this thermistor 
TIME - The elapsed time in days between the first and latest calib-
rations of this thermistor 
YBAR Mean of the temperature differences in the previous table for 
nominal temperature T over all the calibrations 
SEMV - The standard error of YBAR 
YINTER -b in the equation 
y = at + b 







t = time in days from the first calibratiol"} to the 
calibration from which y was obtained and 
and b are the result of the least 
of temperature difference vs. time 
a in the above equation; the d+ift rate 
The drift rate in m° C/year; SLOPE * 365 
Standard error of the least squares fit 
Variance due to the slope of the line 




Correlation between temperature difference and time 
a 
fit 
SELF/SEMV - An indication of whether the least squares fit with time 
variation is better than a simple mean 
CAL/VSL - An indication of how important the variance about the 
line is compared to the variance due to the slope of the line 
Following the seven lines at nominal calibration temperatures 
is a final line with five numbers. These are, respective+y, 
the overall means of YBAR, SEMV and DRIFT, the square 
root of the mean of VAL, and the overall mean of CORR 
The final table is a listing of all the input cards. 
73 
Of the two examples shown, thermistor number 126 is stable with 
a standard deviation about the mean of ±1.2 rn° C. Thermistor number 76 






























































C CALC ALIN 
C CALC ULATE nELT~ TE~PS ~T GIVEN RESISTANCES AND LEA~T SQUAR~S 
C ~IT HF DELT~ TEMPS T~ Tl~E 
C••PRHG~~MMER.~.p4yNE•• 16 SE~TE~~~R 1q76•• 
DIMENSIAN NT~ERM(1000li~H( 1000)•DAT~(3•1000l•NPTSt1000)• 
1~ESIO<tnon>•lNDft1>,~D(1000l,~8Ctoool,DTEMPf2S•7l,DTEMP 1 <25l• 
~~(25),N~AYC10Cl,yCLK(4),QAYDIFFc25) 
n~U~LE pQ~CTSIB~ RES(7),NRES(7),NRESK(7l•T(7l• 
1 A<tooa>.B<tooo>•C<tooo>,TEMP 
DATA T/?73•15,27~•15,2g3•t5,2R8•15,~93•15 1 2q8•t5 1 3Q3•15/ 







1010 FU~MAT (Tto•lll 
1012 F6RMAT (A4) 
1015 ~~~MAT (l4•tXII311X•3A3•1X•1(F13•9•1Xl•l2•1x•F5e2•9x•2At) 
1020 FB~MAT (7CFt0•2)) 
1110 F~~MAT C't',5X, 1 THERMIST~R CALJRRATIBN CBMPARIS~N' 1 4X 1 4A4l 
11 12 FoRMAT C' qLBPE AND ORIFT ARE ~INUS THE RATE AT WHtC~ T~MPERATURE 
$ ~8ULD APPF~R•I• T8 CHANGE IF T~E T~ERMIST~R WFRE MBUNT~O JN ~ CB 
tNSTANT T~~P~RATURE ~ATH'l 
1115 FH~MAT C51X•'~ESISTANCE/TEMPERATURE'l 
1120 FHRMAT C4oX•t+ 0 t,6X, 1 +51•5X,I+to'•5X,'+15'•~X,t+2o'•~X,•+25'' 
1 5X, '+30 1 ) 
~SQMAT (4X•'T~ER DAYS eTC~ RSDL 
~RRMAT ('ttl 
~H~MAT C'O'l 






FBRMAT C1~X,•T N TIME Y~AR SEMV YtNTER 
1FT SELF VSL VAL C~RR SELF/ VAL/I) 
1~16 FeRMAT C11X•'C DAyS MDEG MOEG ~DEG 
1YR MDEG MD2 MD2 SE~V VSLt) 




F~QMAT C• T~ BA 
1 PTS QES'l 
f) ATE A 





C•••••***** INPUT ********** 
C•• JD~•O USES ~~LV G~BD CALI~RATIBNS 
C•• IDH•1 USES ALL CALJ~RATIBNS 
~E~D C105,1"10) IDB 
B 
c •• RES A~E R~StSTANC~S TB ~E SUeSTITUTED TB GET TEMp~RATURES 
~EAD (105•1~20) CRESCll•l•1•7l 
C••W~TTE ~AGE ~FA~ING 




·~ ~ I T E ( 1 0 ~I t 1 2 5 l ( REs ( I ) I J • 1 I 7 ) 
































































C•• ~~AO lA~D ~RR~ CALJ8 PRHGRAM 
C••• I) 1:\.l CrtLUMN 79 M~ANS T~E~MISTBR l-IAS REEN Lf':JST AQ DF:STRf':JYF.:D 
C••• !-! I"J CRLlJMN S\0 Mc::ANS HAD CALJ~RATIB\1 
C* L I~C~EME~TS 1 ~6R EACH NE~ A181C rARQ 
~F.:AD (105•1~15,~ND•405) NTHERM(L),~8(~),(DATECI,L),l•t,3)1 
1ACL>,~(L>,CCL>,NPTS<Ll,~ESID<~),MDCL) 1 HBCL) 
J~ CL•E~•l) NTH~RMCOJaNT~ERM(1)J NDAVtaNDAy(NBCL)) 
IF ( IDB·P~.1 l Gl'\ T~ 200 
yF CMUlLl•E~•1H~•BR•MBCLl•E~•1HR) G~ TB 100 
C••••••••••CALCUL~TJtj\JS********** 
200 C~"'TINUr:: 
IF ("'T~F.:~MCL)•NEeNTHEHMCL•1l) G~ T~ -10 
210 CftNTJNUF 
C•• ·CALCULATE TEMPS FtjH Gl VEt-.1 RES 
Dt1 4Qf) J•117 
T~MP•t.ICA(L)+BCLl•DLHGCH£SCfll+CCL)•DLBGCRESfi))••3) 
0TEMP(J•l>•CTEMP•TCl)l•1000 
DAYDIFF IS 'ia. AF DAYS FRRM FIRST CALIS. TB CALtB. 
UNOfR CA\JSID~RATJtlN 
CttN T I ~-IUE 
nAyDI~F(J)aNOAy(~~CLJJ•NDAyt 
~RITE <10~•1210> MDCL>,M8CL)•NT~ERMCLJ,DAYDIFFCJ),NPCL), 
1~ESIDCL) 1 Cf)ATECT,L>,I•1,3J,CDTEMP(J 1 M) 1 M•1 1 7J,~DCLJ,MB(L) 
J•J+l 
L•L+l 
r,~ TH 100 




THE~MIST~R ~UMB~R CHANGES 
YE\JD•l 
C: ·9N T I NUE 
w~ITE <to~'t2t5> 
,.RITE. <108 1 1216) 
J 1• J•l 
C*********•Ll~EAR ~IT ~F TfM~ DIF~S********** 
VHAR~•DRTFTM•V~ARVARM•ALFM•C6RM•o 
610 
'Jtl 620 Mat 17 










620 Ctl~TINUE . 
V~AHSO•SQRTCY~ARVARM) 
ALSD•S(JRTC.LFM) ~~ITE (10~ 1 t220l YBA~M,VAARSD,DRIFTM,ALSD,C~RM 
w~ITE (10~,12051 
IF CJE~n·~Q•1> GR TA 100~ 
J•t 
~'JAYl•NnAY(NBCLl) 
r,rj T ~ 21 0 
1000 C9f'IJTINUE 
L•L·t 
C** BIJTuUT 1 JMAGE 8~ I"·YUT CA~DS ~RITE C10~•131'+l ICLK 
































































C C6MPUTE MEANS 
l(ti~lot•V84t-hO 




C C~~PUTE SLAPE,VtNTERC~~T,Ce~HELATI~N (R),yARIA~CE DUE Te SL8PE e~ 
C LIN~CYSL), T6TAL VARIANCE e~ LINEA~ FIT(YLF) 
SD~OV•SOX2•SDV2•0 
0!1 cOO ht•N 









C CAMPUTE vARTANC~ A~~UT LJNE CYAL),ST•NOARO ERR8R ~F LINEAR FIT cSELF) 
C •~O STANOAR~ E~Q~R eF MEAN VALUf CS~MY) 
C I~ YSL IS ~UCH GREATE~ THAN VAL T~FN SLePING LINE IS BETTER 
C ~IT T6 nATA THAN MEA~ VALUE 
VAL•O• 







JF <suv~.Gr •• 001) RSLM•SELFIS[MY 
lo(yLM•O•f'l 
TF CVSL•GT•0•00t) ~VLM•VALIYSL 
c••••••••••HurPur•••••••••• 
NGJTE (10~•l001) TEM,N,TMTIME,yRAR,SEMy.ytNTEQ, 
tSL8P£,DQJFT,SELF,VSL,VAL,C6QH,RSLM,~VLM 























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































11:12 SEP 17, 1 76 
TH BA DATE A B c PTS RES 
76 2 tS*F'Eij+73 •9()7276662E•o3 ·~2S276t66E•o3 •t13~too~sE-,.,6 7 • ":18 
76 21 27*N!:tV*73 •90~97'5703E•03 •22SC'l58981E·03 ·11~031042F.:·Ii6 7 ·31 
76 4+2 3ttJA".l•75 •9o~024765E•03 •2251~~5t8E•03 •113765542E•('6 7 •13 
76 4'5 20*JANtt75 •9o9638957E·o3 •22~953966E•o3 •11~~7~816E•f)6 7 •t7 
76 ~6 2~•JANtt?5 •909?~0989E•03 •22~9~2586E•03 e11~~892?3E•f)6 1 •2'3 
76 ~7 6ttMAR•75 •9o875653~E·o3 •225080322E•03 •11~095987E•n6 1 •24 
76 57 23*BCT•75 •9o827,tt~E·o3 •225t~7885E•o3 •tt39o6714E•o6 7 •o9 
76 68 23*Aur;•76 •9o9o7~729E•o3 •2250~6889E•o3 •tt~297329E·o6 7 •o8 
126 22 1 B*DEC•73 •896~64289E•03 .226?27017E·03 .11008S143E•!i6 7 .3~ 
126 34 3JttMAvtt74 •897339085E•Q3 •2266Q9665E•03 •110487051E•r6 i •21 
t26 36 12•JUI\,j*7~ •8977o4oS6E•o3 •226S4+62o7E•o3 •tto7283ttE•o6 7 •27 
126 37 1t*JUL•7~ •8969t0969E•03 '2266681t3E•03 •tto2897soE·o6 7 '22 
126 ~0 ~*N8Vtt74+ •89647~946E•03 ,226728121E.03 .1101~22q4E•tj6 7 e19 
126 41 3ttDEc.7'+ •89Sn66766E•o3 •2268~t587E•o3 •to9Bt65t9E•o6 7 •t7 
126 49 27*MARtt7o •896161')833E•o3 •22677o858E•o3 •ttoot8335E•o6 7 •21 
126 59 15•JAN*76 •895809~12F.:-03 .226809092£.03 .109991134E•06 7 .to 
•ST8Ptt 0 
MANDATORY DISTRIBUTION LIST 
FOR UNCLASSIFIED TECHNICAL REPORTS, REPRINTS, & FINAL REPORTS 
PUBLISHED BY OCEANOGRAPHIC CONTRACTORS 
OF THE OCEAN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY DIVISION 
OF THE OFFICE OF NAVAL RESEARCH 
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